WELCOME SESSIONS FOR FIRST TIME ATTENDEES

A special session will be held to assist first time attendees in planning their activities for the weekend. Antoinette Gombeda, APSA, HonNEC (CT) will provide assistance with scheduling and locating classrooms. This session will run from 10am until 4pm in the UPUB on Concourse Level of the Campus Center. Attendees may walk into this session at any time for assistance.

CAMERA TESTING CLINIC

April Trujillo from Precision Camera, Enfield, CT will be on hand for free camera testing Saturday only July 16th, 9:30am to 4:30pm in CC904-08

MODEL PHOTOGRAPHY - Lower Level of Campus Center. (Skip Hoyt, MNEC)

There will be monitored model sets Saturday and Sunday. Indoors each photographer may photograph the model in three poses over a maximum time of two minutes. There will be four different lighting set-ups in the model rooms on the lower level of the Campus Center. In the outdoor sets, also monitored but un-timed, the model will pose starting at one end of the group of photographers through to the end of the group and then start over. The model will make eye contact with each photographer and move to the next photographer. The locations will be at the pond, the Campus Center Concourse (under the hotel overhang) and a yet to be determined location.

PHOTO-OPS Lower Level of Campus Center, Chris Germain, MNEC/Barbara Rozavsky, HonNEC)

ALL WEEKEND – Roy Marshall, MNEC – High Speed Flash
FRIDAY (1:30-5PM) Model CC 175 - Professional Male Models from Dynasty Modeling Agency (Boston)
FRIDAY AND SUNDAY AM – Bruce and Kal Ricker, MNEC’s – Glassware/Black Light
SATURDAY (8:30-Noon) Lisa Cuchara, HonNEC –“Fire-Bellied Frogs” (Lighting by Hunts)
SATURDAY (1-4:30) Mike Moats - Creating Art with Macro (Sp. By Tamron)
SATURDAY (1-4:30) Main Room (CC 169) –Young Adult Male Model
SUNDAY (9-11:00) Child Models Main Room (CC169)
Other Photo-Ops in Main Room (CC169) may include still life, close-ups, Karo syrup; Mylar reflections etc. Bring your own PC cord adaptor for electronic flash.

USED PHOTO EQUIPMENT – PRICING AND PURCHASING

Bring your used photographic equipment for inspection by Hunt’s Photo & Video experts who will give you a price estimate and purchase the item or use it as a trade in.